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ABSTRACT
The effects of an increasingly global and mass produced market-place has led to a change in consumer values. In an attempt to me-diate the current marketplace where consumers are beginning to experience exhaustion as their choices continue to increase, the consumer is employing new means of determining value. Value is increasingly being sough by the new consumer beyond the product itself, and includes the consideration of product customisation and honest production practice and promotion. Despite the develop-ment of techniques to mediate the current state of the consump-tion environment, there is a lack of research into how this could be explored through architecture. This thesis argues that architecture can be used to support the changing nature of the consumption en-vironment, through a physical interpretation of the social needs of the new consumer. A reassessment of the environment designed for consumption is necessary, in order to physically facilitate the increase of consumer awareness of consumption habits and the ef-fects of their given choices.The layout of this research is broken into two main bodies of work. Part one focuses on the architectural proposition through an analy-sis of literature, whilst part two explores the fundamental facets of the design solution. The new consumer addressed within the lit-erature and alongside the case study and site analysis is translated spatially, throughout this design led research. The architectural ap-plication of new consumer ideals within a consumption program has resulted in the design - The Urban Brewery. The brewery pro-gram showcases the potentials for social values to be transformed into a spatial dialogue. Successful facilitation of the new consumer is sought through increased engagement between people, product and program. This thesis concludes that architectural integration of social values and spatial organisation is important to the construc-tion of the future consumption environment.
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Part 1
I N TRODUCT I ON
The Urban Brewery
Consumption is among one of the most influential human activities in modern society. Robert and Brenda Vale argue that in embrac-ing globalization we are encouraging the assumption that demands should be met, irrespective of the social and environmental impact of doing so.1 Donald Bowersox, David Closs and Bixby Cooper sug-gest that society has embraced the global supply of readily available products2. As a result, Barry Schwartz suggests that the consumer has experienced increased levels of anxiety towards making a pur-chase decision that extend beyond the product itself, resulting in a decrease in personal satisfaction3. He goes on to suggest that the anxiety associated with current consumption behaviour has a great effect on our state of mental health and overall happiness, which has subsequently lead to the adaptation of the consumer4.In response to the increased consumer awareness of the negative effects of globalization, consumption behaviours have begun to change shape. This is evident in the rise of farmers markets and specialist traders5 according to Schneider, and the revival of craft industries such as the Craft Brewery. However, there is a disconnec-tion between the social construction of the new consumer and the physical environment designed to accommodate it. The consump-tion environment of the brewery program is used to explore this design led research project, within an urban context. 
1  Robert Vale and Brenda Vale, Time To Eat The Dog (London: Thames & Hudson, 2009). Chapter 1, Food, pg 292  Bowersox, Donald J., David J. Closs, and M. Bixby Cooper. Supply chain logistics manage-
ment. Vol. 2. New York: McGraw-Hill, 2002.3  Barry Schwartz, The Paradox of Choice - Why Less is More (New York: HarperCollins Publishers Inc, 2004). Pg 54  Schwartz, The Paradox of Choice - Why Less is More, 55  Stephen Schneider, "Good, Clean, Fair: The Rhetoric of the Slow Food Movement", College 
English (National Council of Teachers of English) 70, no. 4 (March 2008), 384-385
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This thesis explores why consumption behaviours are changing, what these changes are acting in response to, and how this infor-mation can be used to inform a new consumption environment through architecture. Furthermore, how can architecture facilitate and further encourage new means of engaging with consumption. This will be achieved through providing designed opportunities for engagement between facets of consumption and production within a balanced design scheme. 
Globalization is introduced within the first section of this review as a catalyst for the changing consumption environment. This in-troduction provides insight into the disposition of the consumer. A discussion on the current condition of the consumption environ-ment will follow this, depicting marketplace reactions to globaliza-tion, such as loss of regionality and changing consumption tradi-tions, as well as the effect this has had on the consumer. The current condition of the consumption environment is described as being a ‘result’ of a globalizing marketplace throughout the body of this research. This will lead into a discussion on how consumers have responded to marketplace change, and the subsequent effect this has had on the way they consume, and the way they are mediating choice abundance. Through these discussions on the changing con-sumer and the changing marketplace, new consumer behaviours 
will be identified and spatially considered in subsequent sections. The new consumer behaviours are used throughout the research as a basis for the consumption demographic of this architectural investigation. New consumers are described as acting in ‘response’ to the effects of a globalizing within this study. 
The new consumer depicted throughout this research is defined by the following characteristics, as compiled by BBMG - global innova-tors in sustainable business solutions and branding experiences6. 
• The new consumer is a values aspirational, practical purchaser. 
• He or she aspires to purchase with a purpose but is unwilling to make practical trade-off’s, especially in a tough economy. 
• The new consumer is more likely to adopt sustainable products 
or services, reward, punish or influence others based on com-pany practices, and publically review products and services.
The second part of the literature review will look at both the so-cial and physical opportunities for architectural intervention with regard to developing a consumption environment appropriate for the new consumer. The following literature discusses 4 examples of marketplace solutions mediating globalization. They have each developed with awareness of the new consumer, in an effort to accommodate the changing consumption environment.  Both the ‘slow food movement’ and the ‘craft beer revival’ are presented as programs that have developed in response to social awareness of the new consumer. ‘Architecture as leverage’ as discussed within the consumption context of the winery, and the Prada Flagship NY store, both explore new consumer values through spatial imple-mentation. These examples provide a platform for a physical re-view of how an awareness of new consumer values can affect the 
spatial configuration of a given consumption environment. 
6  Raphael Bemporad and Chris Coulter, "The Aspirationals", BBMG, Globescan, 2014, http://bbmg.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/07/BBMG_GlobeScan_TheAspirationals.pdf (ac-cessed September 11, 2014).
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The three case studies are New Zealand breweries, selected for their range of scale and age, within the relative consumption con-text of The Urban Brewery. Speight’s Dunedin, Mac’s Wellington and The Arrow Brewing Company (formerly of Arrowtown) have all operated as entities of production and consumption. They pro-vide valuable direction for the design development of The Urban 
Brewery, drawing together conceptual findings from the literature review and a programmatic space analysis, grounding the research argument in a working physical context. Their comparisons pro-vide insight into the relationship between the space allocation and the plausibility of their identity values, which is pertinent to this discussion, due to identity value being a key factor of adaptation in 
the profile of the new consumer.Part three of this thesis focuses on the development of the design in-tervention, beginning with a site analysis. The site is located on the shore of Lake Wakatipu, Queenstown - and has a number of exist-ing social and physical attributes for consideration within an urban setting. Queenstown as a site provides this thesis with an appropri-ate consumption demographic to test the potentials for architec-tural intervention. As the town operates as a major tourism hub, it provides a unique opportunity to design for mixed use, of both transient and local population, as well as future program develop-
ment and adaptation potentials. The redefinition of the way society engages in consumption activity is explored in the design outcome of this thesis, through the development of The Urban Brewery as a 
facilitator of the new consumer. The profile of the new consumer has developed throughout the course of this research, which cul-minates in the transformation and spatial application of the social needs of the consumer.
Part 1
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
The Urban Brewery
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The new consumer has informed the way that producers and busi-nesses operate. The following literature discusses what changes have occurred within the contemporary marketplace, and how these changes can and have shaped the spatial environments for consumption.  This review provides both a theoretical and a practi-cal view of the current condition of the consumption environment. Furthermore, it provides a framework for the development of an ar-chitecture that is both socially and physically responsive to change with a more sustainable development direction. 
Globalization is placed as the catalyst for the re-development of the consumption environment. The following literature covers the background of this investigation, depicting why and how consumer culture is adapting. Speed, for Stephen Schneider, is one of the prem-ises of ‘globalization’, which allows people to undertake business at a rapid pace1, in turn effecting what is being consumed, and how it is being consumed. This has also increased the amount of choice available to the consumer. Schwartz suggests the increased amount of choice for the consumer has caused higher levels of anxiety and stress associated with contemporary consumption2. He goes on to argue that the increased level of distress makes it harder to be sat-
isfied with our choices within an abundantly full marketplace3. In a similar manner, Schneider argues that the overload of choice and increased levels of freedom within contemporary society as a result of globalization, has had a negative effect on our state of happiness and mental health4. Supermarket shopping is an example of a daily activity that has been transformed into a highly time consuming op-eration, often leaving the customer searching for the absolute best product from the bounty that lies before them. This has increased the time spent consuming, which Schwartz suggests deters individ-uals from being engaged in more fundamental aspects of life.
1 Schneider, "Good, Clean, Fair: The Rhetoric of the Slow Food Movement", 3932 Schwartz, The Paradox of Choice - Why Less is More, 443 Schwartz, The Paradox of Choice - Why Less is More, 1814 Schwartz, The Paradox of Choice - Why Less is More, 5 
CONTEXT
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On the other hand, technical advancements and transportation means have allowed for the development of supermarket shop-ping online, providing a method of consumption that has decreased the time spent shopping and removed the associated elements of psychological distress. However this method further widens and encourages the divide between consumer and producer, further dislocating the social values of the new consumer. This dislocation is another result of mass production and product standardisation. Grunenberg suggests globalisation has expanded a gap between the two entities, which has resulted in the physical separation between each program, and alters the social conditions of product engage-ment. Schneider also argues that the areas of production within the food industry seem to be most intimately associated with globalisa-tion5, and that the erasing of local traditions of food production and 
consumption is a reflection of the speed of globalization6. Further-more, the rise in development of shopping malls and department stores for Gruenberg is evidence of the contemporary condition of the consumption environment, transformed from a seller’s market to a buyer’s market7. Schwartz argues that many choices made, par-ticularly with respect to goods and services, can often contribute to a decrease in purchase satisfaction. With endless options and items of desire, the customer has begun to experience exhaustion. Accord-ing to Grunenberg, this sense of dissatisfaction is a symptom of so-ciety’s deeper crisis. 
5 Schneider, "Good, Clean, Fair: The Rhetoric of the Slow Food Movement",3936 Schneider, "Good, Clean, Fair: The Rhetoric of the Slow Food Movement", 3947 Christoph Grunenberg, "Wonderland: Spectacles of Display from the Bon Marche to Prada," in Shopping: A Century of Art and Consumer Culture, ed. Christoph Grunenberg and Max Hol-lein (Michigan: Hatje Cantz Publishers, 2002), 18
Thus there are a number of complexities arising as the level of choice increases, which factor into the anxiety and stress that is associated with contemporary consumption as a result of rapid globalisation. 8 Although technological advancements and mass production means have provided the consumer with an increase in choices, it has also made it increasingly hard for the consumer 
to find satisfaction with their choices. According to Barry Schwartz, globalization has enabled “…us to control our destinies and to come close to getting exactly what we want out of any situation.”9.As an American professor of social theory and social action, Schwartz dis-cusses the variables associated with choice abundance in the wake 
of a globalizing marketplace. He identifies that the burden of regret and increased anxiety experienced within society are some of the pitfalls we incurred as our freedoms and choices increase due to globalization10, and are evident within the contemporary condition of the consumption environment. 
8  Christoph Grunenberg discusses the rise of consumer culture in his book ‘Shopping: A Century of Art and Consumer Culture’. He suggests that “…technological advancements, industrial mass production, rapidly improving and expanding systems of mass transportation, new methods of communication and increased disposable income” have propelled the development of the global-izing marketplace, and subsequent consumption culture. For Grunenberg, these factors have made 
it increasingly difficult for small businesses and producers to compete within the modern market-place, which is largely dominated by conglomerate companies.9 Schwartz, The Paradox of Choice - Why Less is More, 310 Schwartz, The Paradox of Choice - Why Less is More, 186
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As a result of a globalizing marketplace, local traditions of food and consumption practice are being dissolved in support of product range and innovation. 11 The loss of product regionality is a particu-
lar problem that has been identified as affecting the levels of con-sumer/product engagement which this research seeks to address. The acceleration of a globalizing marketplace has displayed a shift away from local food traditions, which Schneider suggests is evi-dent within the agricultural business sector. Schneider addresses the manner in which production practice now takes place in his ar-ticle on the ‘Slow Food Movement’, where he describes factory farm production that is able to “churn out food that is fast, cheap, abun-dant and standardized”12. Through globalization and technological advancements, production such as factory farming, coupled with the speed of transportation, have created a ‘supermarket’ that is full of available products that are not necessarily in season. Schneider 
suggests that the modern supermarket is a strong reflection of the rapid pace of globalization13. As a response to choice abundance and 
consumer distress in the wake of globalisation, Schwartz defines two types of consumers that have evolved in response to changing 
consumption pressures; maximisers and satisfiers. These profiles help to differentiate between the current consumer and the new 
consumer, and identify ‘satisfiers’ as the target consumption demo-graphic for this research. He depicts ‘maximisers’ as being consum-ers who are constantly searching for the best14. 
11 Schneider, "Good, Clean, Fair: The Rhetoric of the Slow Food Movement," 39412  Schneider, "Good, Clean, Fair: The Rhetoric of the Slow Food Movement," 394 -For a similar argument see Goodman, David, E. Melanie DuPuis, and Michael K. Goodman. 2012. Alternative food 
networks: knowledge, practice, and politics. Abingdon, Oxon: Routledge, 3713 Schneider, "Good, Clean, Fair: The Rhetoric of the Slow Food Movement," 39414  Schwartz, The Paradox of Choice - Why Less is More, 79
CONTEMPORARY CONDITION
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The excess of choice available fuels this consumer, providing them with the means to seek out the products that best meet their needs. 
He describes ‘satisfiers’ as being content with “something that is good enough”15. They are able to make a purchase decision more easily, and are able to personally value commodity items within a bigger picture. Schwartz believes that the standards set by the ‘max-imisers’ can result in great dissatisfaction, playing “a causal role in people’s unhappiness”16. In a similar way to Schwartz, Thorpe cites the work of Stewart Walker who suggests that some consumers and producers put too much emphasis on products being ‘perfect looking’17. Walker suggests that perhaps ‘good enough’ products may help to slow the pace of change, especially if the products are “built with local, often recycled, materials supplemented by lim-ited globalized components”18. The characteristics of the ‘satisfier’ consumer described by Schwartz are more in line with this idea. Schwartz concludes that learning simply how to satisfy one’s needs is an “important step not only in coping with a world of choice but in simply enjoying life”19, and proposes that this will be an important idea to grasp in order to mitigate a major contemporary source of distress20. 
15  Schwartz, The Paradox of Choice - Why Less is More, 7916  Schwartz, The Paradox of Choice - Why Less is More, 8617  Ann Thorpe, "Design's Role in Sustainable Consumption," Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology Design Issues 26, no. 2 (2010), 10, Stewart Walker, Sustainable by Design (london: earthscan, 2006)18  Ann Thorpe, "Design's Role in Sustainable Consumption," Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology Design Issues 26, no. 2 (2010). Page 10, Stewart Walker, Sustainable by Design (london: earthscan, 2006)19  Schwartz, The Paradox of Choice - Why Less is More, 8620  Schwartz, The Paradox of Choice - Why Less is More, 221
The two consumer groups described by Schwartz articulate the transition of the consumer, from developing as a result of an in-creasingly global marketplace, toward acting in response to the cur-
rent condition. The articulation of a new consumer group reflects 
the respondent consumer group, and has been identified to provide 
a user profile for The Urban Brewery. The characteristics of the new 
consumer reflect an adaptation of social values, evident within the development of the consumption environment is explored further in the next section.
CONTEMPORARY CONDITION
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Figure.1: Concept sketch- levels of exposure, authors image
The needs of the consumer have begun to evolve in response to the changing nature of the globalizing marketplace. A consumer who 
seeks multifaceted value, and is able to employ self-reflection as a means of mediating choice abundance is depicted as being a new consumer. With globalization acting as the catalyst for the develop-ment of a new consumer group, there are new traits and behaviours for producers and consumption facilitators to understand. Gruen-
berg cites the work of Karl Marx, who suggested that the reflection of the “social character of [men’s] own labour”21 within a product to be an important factor in determining the value of a commodity 
item. Further to this reflected ‘social character’, in a more contem-
porary light, Schwartz claims that consumers who are able to reflect on what is important to them, and what is important about a partic-ular decision, “and what the short and long range consequences of the decision may be”22, are able to justify their choices more clearly. Therefore, they may provide themselves with personalized con-straints, to aid them in making a valued purchase decision/choice. 
For the purpose of this thesis, ‘sustainability’ is defined through Stuart Walkers understanding of sustainable consumption, which is physically depicted by the development of ‘enduring products’23. Ann Thorpe depicts Walkers stance and suggests that sustainable consumption can be sought via “…informed choices, (better prod-ucts to choose) and inner growth (de-emphasis of appearance)”24. 
Thorpe discusses sustainable consumption, specifically addressing the role that design can play within the consumption environment, through increasing product engagement. 
21   Christoph Grunenberg, "Wonderland: Spectacles of Display from the Bon Marche to Prada," in Shopping: A Century of Art and Consumer Culture, ed. Christoph Grunenberg and Max Hol-lein (Michigan: Hatje Cantz Publishers, 2002).pg 17, Karl Marx, ‘Capital’ – vol 1 pg 45-4722  Schwartz, The Paradox of Choice - Why Less is More, 7523  Stuart Walker, “Sustainable by design: Explorations in theory and practice”. Routledge, 2012, 2024  Thorpe, "Design's Role in Sustainable Consumption," 10-11
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She argues that it is through the process of consumption that we continually construct and reconstruct ourselves through the ac-quisition of goods, in order to “project our identities and social relationships”25. Schwartz argues that a consumer, who is able to 
make a purchase decision using self-reflection, will consider how 
the given choice will reflect their identity and personal values26, allowing them to eliminate and narrow the options available. Fur-thermore, a conscious consumer will be able to accept that “per-haps none of the available alternatives are satisfactory, and that if [they want] the right alternative, [they] may have to create it”27. 
25  Thorpe, "Design's Role in Sustainable Consumption," 1326  Schwartz, The Paradox of Choice - Why Less is More, 7527  Schwartz, The Paradox of Choice - Why Less is More, 75
Figure.2: ‘The New Consumer’- old consumer vs new consumer, BBMG
Schwartz explores how consumers are mediating current consump-tion trends, through articulating their particular choices through 
the use of constraints, such as self-reflection. Schwartz suggests that this allows for “less self-doubt, less of an effort to justify decisions, more satisfaction, and less second guessing of the decisions once made”28. Mediating the psychological consequences of a globalizing 
marketplace and reflecting the attitudes of the ‘satisfiers’ discussed previously. The self-imposed constraints put in place by the new consumer offer an opportunity for the architectural intervention to 
respond to the values reflected by the new consumer.As technical approaches begin to take over the consumption en-vironment, they are reducing user participation, for Thorpe this means the consumers are subsequently being robbed of “the chance to tune into their consciousness”29. In order to negate the effects of technical advancements eroding the place of people, Thorpe sug-gests that products and activities that we are able to put energy into, will in return provide “enjoyment, learning and creativity”30, essentially aiding the personal growth of the individual. Thorpe dis-cusses the introduction of “enabling” solutions that “move the user from a passive to an active role as co-designer”31. Thorpe proposes that products capable of returning and enhancing pleasure via ac-tive participation provide a social and physical way for consumers 
to gain more beneficial and substantial satisfaction, out of their products and consumption experiences. 
28  Schwartz, The Paradox of Choice - Why Less is More, 14129  Thorpe, "Design's Role in Sustainable Consumption," 1130  Thorpe, "Design's Role in Sustainable Consumption," 1331  Thorpe, "Design's Role in Sustainable Consumption," 11
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Robert and Brenda Vale also discuss the benefits of engaging in ‘productive pastimes’ in their investigation into sustainable living 
practice, specific to New Zealand. Like Thorpe, they suggest that be-ing involved in the process of production at any scale has the abil-ity to change us from a society of passive consumers into a soci-ety of active producers, whilst simultaneously improving our skill level and knowledge base.32  Gardening and cooking are examples put forward by the Vale’s as dual-purpose activities, which can pro-
vide entertainment, exercise and further encourage self-sufficiency. The Vale’s also discuss the spatial applications for more sustainable building practice with respect to the user as opposed to the techni-cal. They argue for shared use and facilities, in order to provide lon-
gevity of building life.  In this instance, finding satisfaction through social and physical engagement with products and people can be developed into a spatial conversation between building and user, further enhancing facets of experience.  Furthermore, the adaptable and responsive nature of the Vale’s proposal expresses a form of building endurance, discussed by Walker as a component of sus-tainable design. 33 The encouragement and provision of engagement within the design solution of this thesis will work toward the de-
velopment of a future consumption environment which is a fit with the new consumer.  Active participation in the production process is a facet of both social and physical dimensions, and is a necessary architectural application for this research.
32  Vale’s, “Time To Eat The Dog”, 318-31933  Vale’s, “Time To Eat The Dog”, 71
Another factor affecting the satisfaction of the consumer is the per-ception of quality. According to Virtunai and Zucchella34 there are more factors than ever affecting the perceived value of goods. For the consumer, this impacts the purchase decision-making process, and for the trader it impacts the levels of engagement a product and its selling environment must provide, in order to stimulate and satisfy the consumer.  Consumption relies on the relationship between the consumer and the producer, without this connection trade ceases to exist. Architecture is the common factor between the two parties in a physical setting, providing a platform for the communication of product value, and a volume for the consumer to engage in an ex-perience and make calculated purchase decisions within. Therefore considered design intervention has a pertinent connection to the development of the consumption environment of the future.Virtuani and Zucchella suggest that as consumers become increas-ingly aware of the social and environmental attributes of a prod-uct35, the trader must pay closer attention to the psychological and 
aesthetic image of the given item. Therefore, responsive and reflec-tive architectural intervention has the potential to mediate the cur-rent condition of the consumption environment. Such architecture develops a robustness through its responsiveness that not only al-lows the intervention to adapt to current consumption culture, but to ensure a constant dialogue in which future change is supported.
34  Elisabetta Virtuani and Antonella Zucchella, "New Leverages in Customer/Place Oriented Wine Branding Strategies," in 4th International Conference of the Academy of Wine Business Research (Siena, 2008), 335 Virtuani and Zucchella, "New Leverages in Customer/Place Oriented Wine Branding Strat-egies, 3
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proposed entrance = first opportunity to exposure the multi layered building program
social brewing - social and physical mediation
mediation
Figure.3: ‘Mediation’ concept diagram, authors image
The development of a new user profile is underpinned by a reassess-ment of ‘value’. Virtuani and Zucchella discuss the behaviours and desires of a new consumer group, physically exploring what factors 
can affect experience, with specific respect to the wine industry. In relation to this research paper, discussion of literature within the context of wine is used as both a physical and social precedent. Vir-tuani and Zucchella describe how consumers have changed “along with lifestyle, food integrity, ethical and ecological sustainability factors (and) electronic communication”36 which has advanced the demand for quality and customization. They suggest that in the context of the purchase of wine, consumers have become more “se-lective, careful, wise and disloyal”37. The new consumer has begun to mediate choice abundance through adopting new consumption 
behaviours and strategies, reflecting an increased awareness of the connection between goods acquisition, and our identities38. A shift in the nature of the consumption environment is taking place through the responsive evolution of the ‘new consumer’.The most fundamental application employed by the new consumer 
for Virtuani and Zucchella is the use of self-reflection as a means of mediating product choice, which has resulted in the adaptation of the perception of value. The reassessment of consumer value dis-
played throughout this review of literature identifies that the new consumer is aware of the dislocation between the producer and the consumer. The new consumer is also conscious of the value of local product, and can perceive the loss of local food and consumption traditions. 
36 Virtuani and Zucchella, "New Leverages in Customer/Place Oriented Wine Branding Strat-egies, 337 Virtuani and Zucchella, "New Leverages in Customer/Place Oriented Wine Branding Strat-egies, 338 Thorpe, "Design's Role in Sustainable Consumption," 13
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The new consumer expects quality and customisation, and perceives value on levels that extend beyond the product itself. Psychological and aesthetic attributes are becoming increasingly important to the new consumer, along with aspects of health, social and environmen-tal factors. Furthermore, the new consumer understands that if a product is not satisfactory, that they themselves may look to create it. In understanding that the new consumer informs the culture and processes of the consumption environment, it can be understood that there is a need for the values of the consumer to inform the spa-tial environment designed to facilitate and encourage new means of engaging with consumption.
SECTION TWO
Part one gave an overview of current literature, providing an under-standing of the context in which consumption culture has developed in the wake of mass production. Furthermore, part one discussed the evolution of the new consumer, who in response to a dissatisfy-ing consumption environment has found new ways of mediating the 
contemporary consumption setting. The problems identified pro-vide new imperatives for traders to consider, such as the proximity between the producer and the consumer1, the importance of local food and consumption practice2, the changing factors that affect ‘value’ such as customization and a greater awareness of the social and environmental impacts3 of their choices. This section looks at areas within the environmental contexts of food, beverage and re-tail. The programs selected for review are each examples of social and physical marketplace responses. Beginning with a look into the dimensions of the ‘slow food movement’, as a social program, exhib-iting an awareness of new consumer values. Each program selected for review is an active solution responding to the characteristics of the new consumer and showcasing how the built environment can further facilitate and encourage consumption changes through ar-chitectural intervention.
1 Grunenberg, "Wonderland: Spectacles of Display from the Bon Marche to Prada," 182 Schneider, "Good, Clean, Fair: The Rhetoric of the Slow Food Movement," 3943 Virtuani and Zucchella, "New Leverages in Customer/Place Oriented Wine Branding Strat-egies," 3
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As the new consumer has evolved, greater research into and under-standing of new avenues of marketing and branding have aided the marketplace developments in response to changing consumption behaviours. The ‘slow food’ movement is an example of a market-
place development that reflects changing consumption trends and consumer behaviours. This review examines how developments such as ‘slow food’ are acting in response to the changing consumer. Like the ‘slow food movement’, the ‘craft brewery’ revival is another example of a program responding to the social needs of the new consumer. The brewery program is explored as the subject for de-sign investigation of this research, and its discussion within this re-view introduces a program operating in both a social and physical capacity with a spatial identity. Following this, the use of architec-ture as a form of marketing ‘leverage’, and Rem Koolhaas’s ‘Prada’ building are used to explore the physical application of new con-sumer values, within a spatial dimension. The following literature discusses the realistic application of new consumer values within existing consumption programs.
As the values of the new consumer have begun to penetrate existing consumption environments, there has been a shift in the develop-ment direction of consumption programs. The ‘slow food’ move-ment is an example of a program that has gained momentum as a result of an awareness of new consumer values. It provides this research with an introduction into marketplace adaptations, acting within the consumption environment. We are witnessing a change in the culture of consumption, and subsequently in the spatial envi-ronment of consumption, as is evident in the rise of organic labels, local farmers markets and specialized traders4. Schneider looks at the origins of the ‘Slow Food’ movement in his publication ‘Good, 
Clean, Fair’, and suggests that the redefinition of gastronomy re-
flects a “slow turn away from industrial food in the marketplace”5. He primarily discusses the work of Carlo Petrini, the founder of the ‘Slow Food” movement, which evolved in Italy in the 1970s. Pe-trini articulates the principles that govern and guarantee products of ‘slow food’ in three words, ‘Good, Clean, Fair’6. In his view, food 
should be reflective of its connections to geographical and cultural regionalism, and be both sustainable and socially responsible in its production7. As well as being geographically connected and reflec-tive of good, clean and fair production means, the ‘slow food’ move-ment advocates living life at a more relaxed pace, and campaigns for a change in the way we engage with the world.  
4  Schneider, "Good, Clean, Fair: The Rhetoric of the Slow Food Movement," 384-3855  Schneider, "Good, Clean, Fair: The Rhetoric of the Slow Food Movement," 384-3856  Schneider, "Good, Clean, Fair: The Rhetoric of the Slow Food Movement," Pg 390, (slow food nation 93)7  Schneider, "Good, Clean, Fair: The Rhetoric of the Slow Food Movement," 390
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The discussion of engagement through greater connections to both place and product put forward by Schneider provides a spatial di-rection for consideration. Furthermore, it connects the framework of the ‘slow food movement’ with the ideals of the new consumer, as depicted in part one of this review. The work of Petrini as a founder of the ‘slow food’ movement has laid the foundations and further encouraged the development of other slow living groups, including ‘slow design’. Thorpe discusses the pace of contemporary lifestyles within the context of ‘slow design’ as reducing “our time both for 
internal reflection and connection with others”8. However ‘slow design’ she suggests does not necessarily involve refusing the fast life9, but is rather about devoting energies to explore “new means of intervening in the food industry and organizing in defence of good, clean and fair food”10. Schneider suggests that the “slow style is about thinking through the pace at which we live”11 advocating “…new relationships between individual consumers, the communi-ties in which they live, and the food and producer communities on which they depend”12. In considering the factors of value identified within part one of this review, the application of the ideals of the ‘slow food movement’ can extend beyond the consumption demo-graphic, advocating new relationships between entire layers of the social community. Furthermore, the emphasis on quality of produc-tion is a factor effecting the level of satisfaction of the new consum-er, and ‘slow food’ as a precedent program showcases this ideal.
8 Thorpe, "Design's Role in Sustainable Consumption,"99  The slow life utilizes technology to enhance the speed of communication, transport and daily life, according to Thorpe.10  Schneider, "Good, Clean, Fair: The Rhetoric of the Slow Food Movement," 39511  Schneider, "Good, Clean, Fair: The Rhetoric of the Slow Food Movement," 39512  Schneider, "Good, Clean, Fair: The Rhetoric of the Slow Food Movement," 399
‘Slow food’ is produced in a manner that is socially responsible, sus-tainable and of good quality. These factors can aid the consumer in making a more informed purchase decision because of what the product itself represents, showcasing a shift towards the values of the new consumer. Therefore ‘slow food’ can be employed to me-diate the current consumption environment and provide increased 
purchase satisfaction. This is through fulfilling new consumer pre-requisites such as the “value of local product” and also to “mediate product choice” through moral self-awareness. Schneider argues that through “linking consumers and producers, and small scale producers to other producers, ‘Slow Food’ projects revitalize lo-cal culinary traditions as means of transforming globalization”13. Schneider then discusses how tradition in this context should be understood as a means of contesting “real subsumption in the in-terests of local cultures and economies”14, rather than as a retreat from global capitalism, and that a reassessment of the importance of tradition can be used to mediate the effects of globalization, and re-localize production interests. Through community and school gardens, farmers markets and specialist traders, Schneider claims that there are opportunities to educate the consumer on the pro-duction of their sustenance, and to further “persuade them to seek out those products that are good to eat and good to think”15.
13  Schneider, "Good, Clean, Fair: The Rhetoric of the Slow Food Movement," 399-400. Grunenberg discusses globalization previously as being responsible for an increase in the separation between the producer and consumer.14  Schneider, "Good, Clean, Fair: The Rhetoric of the Slow Food Movement," 399-40015  Schneider, "Good, Clean, Fair: The Rhetoric of the Slow Food Movement," 397
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Figure.4: ‘Concept’- building program integration, authors image
In a similar manner, Petrini discusses how ‘slow food’ is based on a concept of community, and that it aims to foster and restore “a sense of communitarian belonging and (reinforce) it through meet-ings, assistance, exchange, and gifts”16. The exchange noted here by Petrini has the opportunity to be transformed into an architectural exchange, fostering notions of community between the consum-ers, the producers and dimensions of the program. Petrini has cat-egorized the ‘slow food’ movement as a social movement17, and he highlights the importance of it being experienced through sensorial engaging means in order to further educate the consumer. Thorpe describes the social needs of the new consumer as also including “participation, belonging and affection, and personal needs include understanding, creativity, authenticity and freedom”18. Through the responsive organisation of building functions, the social needs of the new consumer can be facilitated and enhanced, this thesis ar-gues  through architectural intervention. Providing the opportunity for users to participate with the consumption program itself would encourage the user to engage with the process of production, and the spatial environment, meeting the needs of the new consumer. Figure 4 depicts potential elements of exchange within the Urban Brewery program, between a public recycling area, the building en-ergy waste, and a roof top garden.
16  Schneider, "Good, Clean, Fair: The Rhetoric of the Slow Food Movement," 397, (191).17  Schneider, "Good, Clean, Fair: The Rhetoric of the Slow Food Movement," 39618 Thorpe, "Design's Role in Sustainable Consumption," 8
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The revival of the craft brewery is discussed by Glenn Carroll and Swaminathan Anand in their journal article on the micro-brewery movement, as being a reaction “…against [the] mongrelisation of beer”19. They also note that the emergence of speciality breweries such as craft breweries to have “…coincided with a newly salient set of production preference dimensions”20. Thus the craft beer revival is depicted as having developed in response to the current condition of the consumption environment. It provides the research subject area with grounding as it connects the ideals of the new consumer and the slow food movement with a working program, to further test the potentials for architectural intervention.With regard to New Zealand’s brewing history, Michael Donaldson author of ‘Beer Nation’ describes that the industrialization and ex-pansion of the early twentieth century saw the development of both Lion Breweries (formerly NZ Breweries) and Dominion Breweries, 21 who by 1981 had eroded away New Zealand’s great brewing tra-dition. Today these breweries are foreign owned, “gobbled up by the growing trend towards a uniform global beer culture which dic-tates that the vast bulk of the beer sold around the world is a varia-tion of Heineken or Stella Artois”22. The rise of mass production is also responsible for the death of many local breweries throughout New Zealand, and regrettably as a result, much of the architectural history and heritage of one of our oldest industries has been lost23. 
19  Glenn Carroll, and Swaminathan Anand, "Why the Microbrewery Movement? Organiza-tional Dynamics of Resource Partitioning in the US Brewing Industry." American Journal of Sociology 106, no. 3 (2000), 72520 Carroll and Anand, "Why the Microbrewery Movement? Organizational Dynamics of Re-
source Partitioning in the US Brewing Industry." 72521  Michael Donaldson, Beer Nation : The Art & Heart of Kiwi Beer (Auckland: Penguin Group, 2012), 20922 Donaldson, Beer Nation : The Art & Heart of Kiwi Beer, 1123  Geoffrey Thornton, "Brewing," in New Zealands Industrial Heritage (Wellington: Reed, 1982), 59
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Figure.5: Craft Brewery Revival : Thornton, Geoffrey G. 1982. 
An example with close geographical connection to The Urban 
Brewery development is that of Buckham’s Brewery shown in fig-ure 5, which formerly stood on Queenstown’s waterfront. The con-sequence of supporting ‘product range and innovation’ over more localized production saw the state of New Zealand’s beer industry become “mass produced, bland, weak and homogenous”24 accord-ing to Conrad Bollinger, author of ‘Grogs Own Country’. Thus with the increase of choice made available through improved means of transportation and technology, the independent producers have been further discouraged from competing within the mass produc-tion marketplace. This provides insight into how the marketplace has developed through globalization, and what affect this has had on the product made available, and deemed successful. 
24  Donaldson“Beer Nation : The Art & Heart of Kiwi Beer”, 155, see also Conrad Bollinger 
Grog's own country, Price Milburn, 1959
A specific example of how satisfaction has been sought by the pro-ducer and supported by the consumer is the rate at which micro-breweries are beginning to erode the “dominant base of the big two brewers, with more niche brew-pubs and micro-breweries”25 springing up in New Zealand, as has been witnessed by Ralph Bun-gard, president of the Brewers Guild. Since 2011, the number of breweries in New Zealand has almost doubled, and responsible for this rise is the increase of small craft breweries26. It is evident with-in the brewing industry in New Zealand that ‘choice abundance’ has affected the rate of expansion and success of conglomerates breweries, not independent breweries, which has subsequently led to homogeneity of the New Zealand beer industry. However it is against this backdrop that a myriad of microbreweries have been established. Their rapid development supports the argument put forward by Schwartz, that the consumer is beginning to rethink their consumption choices. Donaldson suggests that ‘beer miles’ are an interpretation of the current interest in ‘food miles’ and source locality. He discusses how the brewing industry in New Zealand is getting ‘hyper local’, and he believes it is acting as “an antidote to what’s happening to beer at a global level”27. As a result of the con-sumer having a renewed interest in local production, microbrew-eries have increased in popularity. Micro brewing as described by Rodger Pink of Pink Elephant Brewery is unique because it is essen-tially a mixture of art, craft and science, and the boutique beer con-sumer has a genuine interest in the production process28. In attain-ing a closer connection between the producer and the consumer, there is an introduction of more physical environmental elements. 
25  Donaldson“Beer Nation : The Art & Heart of Kiwi Beer” , 15626  Hannah Lynch, "Craft Beers Lead Uptake in NZ Breweries," Business Desk, New Zealand 
Business and Finance, August 2, 2013, http://nz.finance.yahoo.com/news/craft-beers-lead-uptake-nz (accessed August 2, 2013)27 Donaldson, Beer Nation : The Art & Heart of Kiwi Beer, 21428  Donaldson, Beer Nation : The Art & Heart of Kiwi Beer, 123
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In order to support renewed interests of the consumer, the Urban Brewery program must consider the level of engagement between the consumption and production facets of the program. The great-est level of integration possible between the two elements would be for them to merge, whereby the producer and the consumer become one in the same. Historically within New Zealand the con-sumption of beer has taken place within bars that “had no furniture and no entertainment because these were distractions from the core activity”29, the consumption of alcohol. However with a shift in consumer values, the new consumer is more likely to be encour-aged by building activity and engagement. Danny Philips of Lion Breweries compares the physical environments of the brewery and the winery, and suggests that providing a physical environment to visit and consume within is very valuable. He discusses how the de-
sign of a craft brewery could benefit from providing a more immer-sive environment for consumption, more in keeping with that of the winery, that has a story, romance and strong regional roots all on display for the consumer30. These moments of exchange provide the consumer with something more to talk about, and emphasise the important role that place identity has in adding value to the consumption environment. Phil-ips believes that like wine, craft beer has a strong story and heri-tage31, thus the brewery could benefit from a more spatially accom-modating consumption environment. Beyond the dimension of 
architecture, there are many influencing leverage factors that will be further discussed in the next section, capable of building a suc-cessful physical environment for the place of consumption. 
29  Donaldson, Beer Nation : The Art & Heart of Kiwi Beer, 4330 Donaldson, Beer Nation : The Art & Heart of Kiwi Beer, 21431 Donaldson, Beer Nation : The Art & Heart of Kiwi Beer, 214
Donaldson notes, “With the rise of craft breweries there has been a return to some of the more traditional practices”32 of both beer production and consumption. For example there has been a re-turn to using wooden casks for beer conditioning, and the use of old-fashioned hand pumps as opposed to the more contemporary pressurised pump system. However, unlike a winery, the brewery commonly operates in isolation from its consumption base, which is physically dislocated from the brew source. Historically beer was consumed within the “shadow of the brewery [which] talks to the fact that beer is best consumed fresh”33, because it had to be. But with the conditioning and transportation of beer no longer being major factors, breweries became physically distanced from their consumers. However, the winery operates not only as a place of production, but also a place for tourism, and through the use of le-verages such as winery architecture it is possible to introduce “new 
sources of income for the host firms, which are related to the hos-pitality and also to the sale of other local products and services”34, as is also appropriate for the Urban Brewery. Donaldson discusses how the craft label Monteith’s has placed greater emphasis on tour-ism over the last few years35. The Monteith’s brewery has become an iconic landmark of the West Coast, and in bringing the brand back to a smaller scale they have opened up their brewery for visitors, and provide a more experience based consumption environment. 
This reflects an awareness of the values of the new consumer, and emphasises the potentials for exchange between program entities to provide increased engagement and experience satisfaction. Fur-thermore, it is an example of how the physical environment can be used as marketing leverage, to enhance and offer the new consumer a more valued product and experience. 
32 Donaldson, Beer Nation : The Art & Heart of Kiwi Beer, 2733 Donaldson, Beer Nation : The Art & Heart of Kiwi Beer, 2534 Virtuani and Zucchella, "New Leverages in Customer/Place Oriented Wine Branding Strat-egies.," 535 Donaldson, Beer Nation : The Art & Heart of Kiwi Beer, 91
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Figure.6: Gravity Brewery Concept sketch, authors image
In this section the use of marketing leverage is discussed, showcas-ing the potentials for architecture to provide an extension of prod-uct value. ‘Leverages’ are factors that can be implemented within marketing strategies in order to facilitate the emergence of chang-ing trends, such as the new consumer behaviours that are reshaping the contemporary marketplace. Architecture and landscape are two examples of leverage opportunities, which are discussed in this sec-tion. Virtuani and Zucchella use the term leverage throughout their paper, and explore the leverage opportunities possible through ar-chitecture and landscape in the context of a winery. Architecture, they suggest, can provide the platform for the development of a “unique complete experience, made of product tasting, landscape enjoyment and innovative wine architecture appreciation”36. Brand-
ing through architecture is capable of defining and manipulating the perceptions of a customer, and has the ability to affect product val-
ues. The product itself can become more significant through the use of marketing leverages such as architectural design, which in turn can add value to the product and transform it from a standardized product to a product rich in meaning of place and space37. However, as the values of the new consumer suggest an increased awareness of the quality and customisation of a product, true integrity of place and product needs to be transparent to satisfy the future consump-tion demographic. This means an increased level of transparency is needed between the marketing and the true identity of the product, as the consumer becomes more concerned with integrity of experi-ence as they seek value. 
36 Virtuani and Zucchella, "New Leverages in Customer/Place Oriented Wine Branding Strat-egies," 237 Virtuani and Zucchella, "New Leverages in Customer/Place Oriented Wine Branding Strat-egies," 4
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This can be developed spatially through the integration of differ-ent functional programs and the shared use of building elements showcasing physical transparency of building use that can extend into the materiality of the building. Virtuani and Zucchella suggest that the constructed environment of the winery is one of the fun-damental components of its branding strategy38, as was discovered through their case study analysis39. They describe the culmination of building and program elements of winery architecture as being capable not only of communicating the product, but the story, the process and the business philosophy40. Through attention to detail and engaging multiple senses, the built environment designed for consumption, can play an important role in facilitating the engage-ment of the consumer41, and the relationship between consumption and production. Furthermore, the interaction between form and the consumer is described by the journal of retailing to be an increas-ingly pivotal notion of the future consumption environments42. Grunenberg describes the place of ‘spectacle’ with regard to con-sumption, and looks towards the presentation of product, through styling, branding and packaging, and suggests that this transition of marketing strategies has also challenged the identity of commod-ity items. Architecture for Grunenberg, has the potential to facilitate the needs of the new consumer, through a dialogue that physically and spatially mediates between production and consumption com-ponents, communicating the ideals of the merchandise. The built en-
vironment designed to facilitate the new consumer will be reflective of the contemporary marketplace, and in turn the ‘new consumer’. 
38 Virtuani and Zucchella, "New Leverages in Customer/Place Oriented Wine Branding Strat-egies," 539 Figure 8 is a reference to the case study work of Virtuani and Zucchella.40  Virtuani and Zucchella, "New Leverages in Customer/Place Oriented Wine Branding Strategies," 5-641  Robert Kozinets, John Sherry, Benet DeBerry-Spence, Adam Duhachek, Krittinee Nut-
tavuthisit, and Diana Storm. "Themed flagship brand stores in the new millennium: theory, practice, prospects Journal of Retailing 78, no. 1 (2002), 2842  Kozinets, Sherry, DeBerry-Spence, Duhachek, Nuttavuthisit, and Storm. "Themed flagship brand stores in the new millennium: theory, practice, prospects, 28
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Figure.8:  Marchesi Antinori Winery taken from :http://www.antinorichianticlassico.it/#cantina-architettura
An example that reflects physical developments within the retail environment is the Prada New York Flagship Store. Designed by Rem Koolhaas, this piece of contemporary retail architecture ex-periments with new means of consumer engagement. The factors discussed within part two of the literature review culminate in the discussion and execution of the Prada building. Friedberg suggests that projects such as Prada have developed out of a need to provide the customer with a more immersive environment for consump-tion43, which Schwartz, Thorpe and Schneider have also suggested. This section looks at how Rem Koolhaas has developed an architec-ture that facilitates the needs of the new consumer.Virtuani and Zucchella have discuss the levels of engagement neces-sary in order to stimulate and satisfy the new consumer44. They sug-gest that ‘value’ is sought via multiple platforms, and that the con-temporary marketplace calls for experience orientation in order to satisfy the ‘new consumer’ group. This has altered the shopping ex-perience to “involve the entire sensorium, appealing to the hearing, smell, touch (and) taste”45, reiterating a consumption environment that values multidimensional engagement. Grunenberg describes the architectural identity of the Prada retail environment to be an important factor in the success of the business46. This has meant de-veloping a new kind of shopping environment, where “art, architec-ture, fashion and commerce are bought together”47, the result being the creation of an event, and an epicentre for consumption. 
43 Friedberg, "'Therefore I Am' : The Shopper-Spectator and Transubtantiation through Purchase," 6544 Virtuani and Zucchella, "New Leverages in Customer/Place Oriented Wine Branding Strat-egies," 645  Friedberg, "'Therefore I Am' : The Shopper-Spectator and Transubtantiation through Purchase," 6546 Grunenberg, "Wonderland: Spectacles of Display from the Bon Marche to Prada," 2047  Mark C. Taylor, "Duty-Free Shopping," in Shopping: A Century of Art and Consumer Culture, ed. Christoph Grunenberg and Hollein Max (Michigan: Hatje Cantz Publishers, 2002), 51
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Figure.9: Prada New York, centre stage, Rem Koolhaas, Fondazione Prada Edizioni.
Koolhaas has achieved this through using a design strategy that in many cases reverses the roles of building elements such as materi-als and spatial organization. The intention of this has been to im-press new meaning into familiar components, in order to reinvigo-rate the senses, and create a new environment for consumption to take place. Non-commercial elements such as the centre stage, and the structural display units are used to accentuate the singularity of the elements, turning garments into display items, resembling artworks hung in a gallery space. This approach addresses the new consumer’s need to perceive commodity items beyond their utility. The Prada store fails to address more social and tactile components noted as being factors of importance for the contemporary mar-
ketplace. Taylor writes of the Prada fit out strategy being to “cre-ate museums of consumerism”48, which implies manipulating com-
modity items to reflect ‘value’ and quality through the way they are displayed. However this does have implications for how the display items interact with the user, and the pace at which the environment has been designed to be experienced. Koolhaas explains that the residual spaces of the interior present “opportunities for freedom, freedom that previously did not exist”49, suggesting that the spatial freedom created by having residual spaces provides space for social engagement and interaction within the building.
48  Taylor, "Duty-Free Shopping," in Shopping: A Century of Art and Consumer Culture, 5149  Rem Koolhaas, Shopping Transatlantic Transactions," Architectural Research Quarterly (ARQ) 5, no. 3 (September 2001), 201-203
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Figure.10: Prada New York, structural display units, Rem Koolhaas, Fondazione Prada Edizioni.
The following conclusions have been made with respect to the architec-tural programs discussed, and the spatial responses they have prompted that the urban brewery will encompass. The building program considers active participation of the user to be highly valued, which can be spatially explored through the development of purpose built areas for public and social brewing, and furthermore through the incorporation of sensorial elements of sight, touch and taste. The program needs to be visually and spatially honest in its aesthetic and space planning, as to showcase a level 
of production honesty and facilitate flexibility. In order to support multiple user groups simultaneously, there is a need to provide a number of build-ing facilities in order to accommodate for both the transient and local pop-ulation. Furthermore, the incorporation of engagement accessible by both the brewery user and the public provides an increase of interaction with the peripheries of the site.
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Figure.11: Entrance concept, product engagement, authors image
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Part 2
CASE STUDIES
The Urban Brewery
Figure.12: Case Study Subjects, authors image
The case study examples – Speight’s Brewery Dunedin, Mac’s Wel-lington, and The Arrow Brewing Company provide insight into ex-isting environments of consumption within the research subject area of urban breweries. The last section of the literature review discussed ‘slow food’, the ‘craft beer revival’, ‘architecture as lever-age’ and the ‘Prada Building’ as examples of programs developing in response to the changing needs of the new consumer. The case study component of this research provides a detailed programmat-ic analysis of three brewery operations through the lens of archi-tecture. A strongly pragmatic approach has been taken in analysing the case study examples, in order to understand the space require-ments and practical implications of the Urban Brewery program. This pragmatic approach has depicted the hierarchy of space allo-cation within each building, and allowed for a physical analysis of each existing program. The social attributes of each entity coupled with a physical analysis provide an indication of the level of appropriation of each space, in 
light of the values of the new consumer. It is identified that both of the large scale breweries (Speight’s and Mac’s) are operating in a manner that is the result of an increasingly global marketplace in both their physical and social programs. Whereas The Arrow Brew-ing Co has developed in response to a globalizing marketplace in its 
social profile, but without the support of a balanced and responsive physical consumption environment. Since beginning this investi-gation, the Arrow Brewing Co has shut down its local commercial 
premise. This loss of the Arrow Brewing Co exemplifies the impor-tance of the research scope and the necessity for architecture to play a primary role in the development of the future consumption environment. The direction of the case study analysis is depicted in 
figure 13, and provides a structure for the investigation of the exist-ing spatial environments of each brewery.
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SPEIGHTS
Speight’s is suggested to have been responsible for the early re-development of regional breweries within New Zealand. As one of the oldest and most famous brewery in the country1, it stands to-day as part of a 9 strong conglomerate of breweries, under the um-brella of Lion Nathan. Having been in existence since 1876, it has developed alongside the commercialisation of brewing and alcohol culture of New Zealand, and has lived through many legislative, so-cial and physical adaptations. Figure 14 depicts the timeline of the 
brewery until present day, and differentiates between significant physical and social factors of development. 
1 Donaldson, Beer Nation : The Art & Heart of Kiwi Beer, 57
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Figure.14: Speights Timeline, authors image
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From the breweries inception, Speight’s has been producing and supplying beer on a large and international scale. However on be-coming a subsidiary of Lion Nathan, it was rebranded and ‘mar-keted’ as a regional brewery, irrespective of its production base. This move implied that the brewery was returning to a local means of production and scale, and was seen at the time to be in line with consumer driven adaptations, that suggests a renewed public in-terest in the value of product regionality. Furthermore, the strength of the ‘local’ marketing campaign saw the brewery align itself with Otago rugby, which Danny Philips suggests was a worthwhile al-liance that connected the product to the student demographic of Otago University2. 
2 Donaldson, Beer Nation : The Art & Heart of Kiwi Beer, 113
SPEIGHTS
Figure.15: Speights ‘social’ infograph, authors image
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Figure 15 depicts the sequencing of social change within the brew-ery over its lifetime thus far. Former director Doug Myer’s suggests that it was the PR potentials noted at Speight’s that saved it from becoming obsolete in the wake of Dominion Breweries3. Speight’s continues to operate from a strong marketing background. Their understanding of the changing nature of the consumption environ-ment is evident through their return to ‘regional’ production, and more recently the releases of a line of ‘craft beers’. Figure 15 also shows that there is a connection between the social development of the brewery and the values of the consumer. From insight into the social structure displayed thus far, it can be assumed that Spei-ght’s brewery is responding socially to the changing consumer and consumption environment. This assumption is grounded through their emphasis on marketing regional and craft scale production, as well as being engaged in the community and social structure of the region.3 Donaldson, Beer Nation : The Art & Heart of Kiwi Beer, 113
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Figure.16: Speights floorplans, authors image
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Each case study has had extensive programmatic analysis, in terms of their space and program allocation. For the use of this informa-tion, the outcome of the analysis has been condensed into a graph such as figure 17, allowing for clear and comparative findings. Fig-
ure 16 depicts the space allocation of the brewery, and shows the ‘brewery’ itself to be the dominant component of space allocation, providing insight into how the brewery functions physically. In di-viding the program into components of either production or con-sumption, it is suggested that Speight’s brewery operates predomi-nantly as a production premise, although it is technically an entity of both production and consumption. 
On comparison of each entity, there is an apparent disconnection between the social and physical identities of Speight’s Brewery. On 
one hand, the structure of the social development reflects and an awareness of new consumer values, noted in the adaptations in fig-
ure 15. And on the other hand, the physical framework of the brew-ery supports the production program, offering little opportunity for consumer engagement. Furthermore, the marketing and social structure of Speight’s is compromised by the lack of physical evi-dence, backing claims such as ‘craft label’ and ‘regional production’. This is something that would compromise the integrity of the brew-ery, and the values of the new consumer.
Figure.17: Floorplan Allocation comparisons, authors image
MAC’S
Mac’s began its transition from craft to commercial brewery in the late 1990’s, when it was bought by conglomerate Lion Nathan. For-merly operating as McCashin’s Brewery, developer Terry McCashin 
was said to be the first person in New Zealand to stand up to the two big breweries4. He forged change within the brewing commu-nity, and made it possible for other microbreweries like his own to penetrate the beer market within New Zealand and overseas. Pre Lion Nathan, McCashin’s vision stemmed from an awareness of the changing demands of the consumer, where he could see the poten-tial for more choice within the beerscape of New Zealand. The his-torical premise of Mac’s brewery is depicted through McCashins vi-sion for change, in response to the evolving needs of the consumer. 
Figure 18 depicts the timeline of the brewery until present day, and 
differentiates between significant physical and social factors of de-velopment. 
4  Dominion Breweries and Lion Breweries
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Figure.18: Mac’s timeline, authors image
social
Figure 19 depicts the sequencing of social change within the brew-ery over its lifetime thus far. Mac’s had early success in the market-place pre Lion Nathan due to the fact that the consumer was ready for something new and different, and they were open to more cu-
rious flavours as a result of nationwide standardisation, and in-creased international exposure. These transitions of consumer values were facilitated by Mac’s Brewery, as they responded to the changing nature of the consumption environment. As well as this, McCashin capitalised on the fact that the product he was producing was “all natural, at a time when people were starting to think about health”5. This observation depicts the changing values of the con-sumer, and makes connections with the previous discussion on the multidimensional nature of the consumption environment, seeking value beyond the product itself. 
5  Donaldson, Beer Nation : The Art & Heart of Kiwi Beer, 110
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Figure.19: Mac’s ‘social’ infograph, authors image
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Another example of how Mac’s capatalised on the changing values of the consumer, was the inception of ‘brew bars’. Designed to ac-commodate and connect facets of production with consumption, the ‘brew bar’ identity suggests a more localised means of engag-ing with the consumer, and remains a pertinent marketing tool of Mac’s. Mac’s brewery has responded socially to the changing needs of the consumer as depicted within this analysis, in much the same manner of Speight’s, within a more relatable timeframe for this re-search. 
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MAC’S
Figure.20: Mac’s floorplans, authors image
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The physical analysis of Mac’s Brewery includes insight into both the heritage brewery, and the existing brewery within the same physical environment. Figure 20 depicts the space allocation of the heritage brewery, and again in a similar manner to Speight’s shows the ‘brewery’ itself to be the dominant component of space alloca-tion, providing insight into how the brewery formerly operated. Fig-
ure 21 compares the space allocations of both the heritage and con-
temporary structure of the brewery, it is identified that there has been a shift in the focus of the program, from a formerly production basis to a primary consumption basis. Furthermore, the primary consumption basis of the contemporary program is entirely exempt of a brewery component, although being marketed as an entity of both production and consumption through the ‘brew bar’ identity. Mac’s brewery has developed in a social direction in response to the new consumer values, however the translation of the social 
strengths of the entity is not reflected in the physical environment designed to accommodate for the user. This is depicted through the comparison of each building against one another as well as the in-ternal networking of the space allocations. There is a disconnection noted between the social and physical identities of Mac’s brewery in its contemporary condition, again in much the same manner as the previous case study example. This assumption is grounded and explicitly implied through the physical space analysis, which con-cludes that the exemption of a production entity is not in keeping with the given social strengths. Thus is affecting the authenticity of the brewery experience, and jeopardising the relationship between the producer and consumer.
Figure.20: Mac’s floorplans, authors image
Figure.21: Floorplan Allocation comparisons, authors image
THE ARROW BREWING CO
The Arrowtown Brewing Company (ABC) was developed by a group of local men, who could see the potential for a micro-brewery with-in the small town centre of Arrowtown. A micro-brewery is loosely 
defined as being “a brewery which produces limited quantities of beer, typically for consumption on its own premises”6. The ABC is within the same production scale as the design intervention, pro-ducing anything up to 40,000L per year. The brewery prides itself on having all naturally brewed beers, and has been applauded by 
fellow brewers for their stand out branding that reflects good hon-est production principles and strong regional ties7. The timeline displayed in figure 22 show the ABC to be the youngest of the three case studies, which provides this research with the range of scale 
and age needed to compare the findings, furthermore it is the most relative in scale to the proposed Urban Brewery intervention.
New consumer values have been the premise for the development 
6  “Microbrewery definition”, Oxford Dictionaries, http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/
definition/english/microbrewery?q=micro+brewery accessed 26th-08-147  Luke Nicholas and Kelly Ryan, Mash Up, Episode 4, Queenstown, Luke Nicholas and Kelly Ryan, July 4, 2011, http://nzcraftbeer.tv/episode-4-arrowtown.
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Figure.22: The Arrow Brewing Company timeline, authors image
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of the ABC, as displayed in figure 23 showing the social develop-ment of the brewery. The founding ideals of the ABC were to re-introduction a craft scale entity in the small town, with a strong social emphasis on regionality. This extended to the product itself, with much consideration going into the branding of the beer as a 
reflection of the heritage of the area, and furthermore referencing the goldrush era, which was the catalyst for the early development of brewing in central Otago. The brewery was also sited in place of an historical landmark - The Royal Oak Tavern, which formerly stood as one of the oldest consumption entities in the area. The 
social structure of the brewery reflects a strong awareness of the values of the new consumer, through its regional identity. 
THE ARROW BREWING CO
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Figure.23: The Arrow Brewing Company ‘social’ infograph, authors image
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THE ARROW BREWING CO
Figure.24: The Arrow Brewing Company floorplans, authors image
Figure.25: Arrow Brewing Co allocation comparison, authors image
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Figure 25 shows through a physical analysis of the ABC- that the predominant building program is the bar and restaurant area, op-erating within an overall framework that is heavily consumption based. Although there is visual integration between the production and consumption entities, there is little room for engagement, and the production area is not suitable in size or design for the needs of the micro-brewery operation. As an entity, the ABC has developed in response to the needs of 
the new consumer, providing a craft product that is reflective of regional and authentic production practice. However, the physi-cal environment designed to support the brand and the premise of the business is lacking to do so due to its physical limitations. Ultimately, it is regarded that this is the reason that the brewery premise was altered, on account of lack of production space, and appropriation.
CONCLUSION
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Figure.26: Case study conclusions- social development, authors image
A number of design opportunities have presented themselves through the course of the case study analysis. In general, the infor-
mation identified in the social graphs showed that both Speight’s and Mac’s have successfully kept pace with the consumption mar-ket, adapting their perceived identity accordingly. However there is a disconnection between this identity, and the realities of their production. Both breweries would fail to satisfy the needs of the 
‘new consumer’, as identified within the literature review, because the integrity of the product is being compromised by the displace-ment of values, and is further dislocating the producer from the consumer. Speight’s and Mac’s have both made attempts to cater for the needs of the more conscious consumer, with marketing their ‘craft-beer’ ranges, as well as Mac’s supposed ‘brew-bars’. However 
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in this instance, both the ‘craft-beer’ revival, and the development of ‘brew-bars’ are used as marketing tools. A physical analysis of the two breweries provided proof that neither example was realistical-
ly reflected in their consumption or production environments. On the other hand, The Arrowtown Brewing Company was designed to meet the needs of the ‘new consumer’. It provided a small scale and all-inclusive experience of the brew processing, as well as ac-commodating an appropriate space for consumption with strong regional connections. In comparison to Speight’s and Mac’s, the so-
cial set up of The Arrowtown Brewing Company reflects a greater awareness of the ‘new consumer’, to take on board for development of the Urban Brewery.
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Figure.27: Case study conclusions- space allocation, authors image
The space allocation comparison between the four buildings8 speaks to their individual focus areas. Generally, it is concluded that the older breweries being Speight’s and Mac’s Heritage are pre-dominantly production based. This is compared to Mac’s and The Arrow Brewing Company, which both have a higher proportion of 
floor area dedicated to the program of consumption. Mac’s is com-pletely without a brewery component in its contemporary condi-tion, and displays the highest allocation of consumption area, fur-thermore proving the brew-bar claim to be false. Each brewery was designed to operate as an entity of both production and consump-
tion. However the physical floor plan analysis showed that there is a lack of spatial balance between the entities of production and con-sumption in terms of their area allocation9. Both Speight’s and Macs breweries have fallen short in meeting new consumer expectations, on account of both the plausibility of their marketing claims, and the reality of their production facilities. The Arrowtown Brewing Company premise was appropriate for the social needs of the new consumer, although fell short in providing a balanced spatial pro-gram, that was likely responsible for the shortcomings that saw it relocate. A common theme shared by each of the case study exam-ples is that there is a dislocation between the social and the physical attributes, as well as a disconnection between the consumption and production facets. 
A solution proposed in response to the disconnection of parameters 8  Four Buildings : Inclusive of Mac’s Heritage Floorplan.
9  Miscellaneous space (indefinable) of each brewery examination has been removed from 
the analysis before results were generated, in order to improve figure accuracy and fairly compare each area.
CONCLUSION
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Figure.28: Case study conclusions- re organisation of space allocation, authors image
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Figure.29: Case study conclusions- concept floorplan analysis, authors image
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discussed previously is to develop a spatial allocation for ‘media-tion’ between production and consumption programs. This begins 
with a re-assessment of the ‘floor-plan space allocation’, adding to the production and consumption division a third spatial element of ‘mediation’, as depicted in figure 28. The introduction of the mediation zone is proposed to provide a planned intermediate space, between the entities of production and consumption, in an effort to bridge and integrate the gap between 
them. As noted in the literature review as well as being reflected in the case study analysis, the gap between production and consump-
tion is portrayed as a significant feature for development within the 
future consumption environment, fit for the new consumer. Figure 
29 depicts the ‘mediation’ proposal through a concept plan of the Urban Brewery, testing the relevant spatial hierarchies. The incep-tion of a ‘mediation’ zone will be further explored in the design component of the research.
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Figure.30: Case study conclusions- concept floorplan analysis findings, authors image
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Part 3
SITE ANALYSIS QUEENSTOWN
The Urban Brewery
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Figure.31: Urban Brewery Site Plan, authors image
The proposed Urban Brewery site covers a prominent piece of the Queenstown waterfront promenade. The site lies within an existing network of consumption spaces, and is on the fringe of the central business district’s bar and restaurant scene. Queenstown relies heavily on the tourism industry to support its local econ-omy, and the central business district of the small south island town has developed to accommodate its primary market. The town predominantly operates through varying capacities and forms of consumption, thus the changing nature of the con-sumption environment is intrinsically linked to the way that Queenstown oper-ates1. The site provides this research with an appropriate place to explore the po-tentials for architectural translation of social ideals, within an existing framework of buildings and relationships. Due to the high tourism population of Queenstown, a majority of businesses within the town centre primarily focus on accommodating the transient population. As a result there is becoming less and less focus on local life within the main centre, with a majority of the long-term residents residing on the peripheries of town. It is the intention of this analysis to depict the physical and social elements of the site as it is, with consideration of the proposed Urban Brewery program.The social attributes of the site analysis are depicted in figure 32, which looks at the existing building networks, making up the constructed consumption environment of the Queenstown site. The information displayed shows that a large percentage of the CBD is dedicated to the consumer, which re-instates the site selection as be-ing appropriate to test the architectural proposition. Doug Jacques a local business director comments that “There are some interesting people and outstanding bars here already between night’n day and Eichardts Hotel (the Urban brewery site is between these two locations) and I see a new opportunity for the lane with”2 fur-ther development. Searle lane, which runs through the northern corridor of the Ur-ban Brewery site is currently used as a service lane during the day, and is a pedes-trian network in the evenings. James Beech describes that there is the potential for Searle Lane to become a vibrant “hub of cool bars, café’s, restaurants and shops”3. Therefore, the proposed Urban Brewery development is well situated within an 
evolving consumption environment, fit for testing the architectural translation of social ideals of the new consumer.
1 Beech, "The Otago Daily Times", Queenstown Lakes, July 14, 2008, http://www.odt.co.nz/news/queenstown-lakes/13085/high-hopes-searle-lane (accessed September 2013).2 Beech, "The Otago Daily Times", Queenstown Lakes, July 14, 2008, http://www.odt.co.nz/news/queenstown-lakes/13085/high-hopes-searle-lane (accessed September 2013).3 Beech, "The Otago Daily Times," Queenstown Lakes, July 14, 2008, http://www.odt.co.nz/news/queenstown-lakes/13085/high-hopes-searle-lane (accessed September 2013).
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Figure.32: ‘Social’ site context, authors image
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Figure.33: Photographic study of the site, authors image
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Figure.34: ‘Physical’ - 3D site analysis, authors image
Figure 34 shows The Urban Brewery site and its immediate context 
with both foot and vehicular traffic, as well as the parallel water-front promenade. 
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Figure.35: ‘physical’- South view, authors image
Figure.36: ‘physical’- East view, authors image
CONTEXT
4
3 Figure.37: ‘Context’- Eichardts Hotel sketch, authors image
Figure.38: ‘Context’- Searle Lane sketch, authors image
The following figures show site context, and physically interprets attributes of the site. Eichardts Hotel is a historic building situated on the South facade of the Urban Brewery site, whilst the Searle lane Complex is situated on the East facade and is a new building. 
Figure 39 shows the concept development of the Urban Brewery, 
through the abstraction of height lines, material profiles, building relationships and view shafts. 
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Figure.39: ‘Context’- concept design sketch, authors image
CONTEXT
5
Central Otago is rich in brewing history, due initially to the supply demands of the gold rush miners. The novotel hotel complex adjacent to the Urban Brewery site was the former home of the ‘Wakatipu Brewery and Cordial Factory’. Established in 1863, it ran as a brewery until 1917, where it con-tinued only to produce cordial thereafter and would be known as ‘Buck-ham’s’4. The brewery site was scattered with stone buildings, and was a prized historical feature of Queenstown until 1978. However in 1969 the ‘Mount Cook Company’ began planning a 10storey hotel complex, to be built on the adjoining site of Buckhams, where they had suggested they would “utilize the large stone brewery buildings as public bars”5, however this never eventuated. In the early hours of 1978 the malthouse was de-stroyed, although having been deemed by the Queenstown Historic Society as worthy of preservation6.
4  Novotel Queenstown Lakeside, "Culture," Scoop. Independant News, April 16, 2008, http://www.scoop.co.nz/stories/CU0804/S00172/reminder-of-queenstowns-vibrant-heritage.htm (accessed September 11, 2014).5   Duncan, Alfred H. 1984. The Wakatipians, or, Early days in New Zealand. Christchurch, N.Z.: Capper Press, 946  Geoffrey Thornton, 1982 New Zealand's industrial heritage. Wellington: Reed, 59
Figure.40: Buckhams Brewery, F. Mackenzie.
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Figure.41: ‘Context’- concept design development, authors image
Figure.42: ‘Context’- concept design south facade, authors image
Figures 41 and 42 have been developed in response to the site context conditions, enhancing the relationship between the design proposal and the surrounding buildings through the use of considered propor-tions.
Part 3
DESIGN PROPOSAL
The Urban Brewery
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Throughout the literature review, case study and site analysis, the conditions of the consumption environment have been revealed, encompassing facets of both social and physical parameters. It has been discovered that due to an abundence of choice and the dis-placement and adaptation of the perception of ‘value’, the consum-
er has become less satisfied with their purchase decision and has subsequently begun to reconsider their consumption habits. It is the adaptations noted to the changing behaviors of the consumer that have been the catalyst for design intervention. This thesis ar-gues that architecture can be used to support the changing nature of the consumption environment, through a physical interpretation of the social needs of the new consumer. The following proposal is for the development of an Urban Brewery, that through architectur-al consideration of new consumer values is designed to stimulate and satisfy the consumer, and encourage a high level of engagement between the consumer and producer.
C P
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bar
brew pods
brewery
Figure.43: Space analysis design proposal, authors image
Figure.44: Entrance perspective, authors image
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m e d i a t i o n
1
DESIGN DEVELOPMENT
The following stages of design depicted in figures 45 developed alongside the literature review, in order to transform the social val-ues of the new consumer into architectural dialogue. ‘Mediation’, 
‘organisation’, ‘exposure’ and ‘integration’ have been identified as 
significant factors for consideration. Each factor aids the develop-ment of the physical response to the changing needs of the con-sumer, and provide an analysis framework for this design chapter, showcasing how each concept has informed the development of the Urban Brewery. Each stage of development of this design will be further test in the proceeding chapter in the subsequent order. Fol-
lowing the concept imagery are the floorplans of the Urban Brew-
ery, with program annotations and site context. The final design and building program are explored through imagery and diagrams in the proceeding works.
Figure.45: Concept Diagram Comparisons, authors image
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Figure.46: 1:200 Ground floorplan, authors image
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Figure.47: 1:200 level one floorplan, authors image
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Figure.48: 1:200 level two floorplan, authors image
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Figure.49: 1:200 level three floorplan, authors image
MEDIATION
The inception of a third ‘social’ program in relation to the space allo-cation of the building and the needs of the new consumer, stimulates the connection between the production and consumption facets. This zone operates in a manner between the two states, inviting the users to become an active participant. Furthermore the orientation of the social zones aids in the circulation of building, inviting the user to move through the varying spaces without giving hierarchy to the sites peripheries. This also encourages permiability between build-ing functions, providing the new consumer with the a transparent and authentic building experience. The ‘brew pods’ are the designed solution to the ‘mediation’ zone and third spatial program. There are three ‘brew pods’ within the Urban Brewery, which act as public brewing areas, inviting the consumer to participate in the process of production. 
BREW EQUIPMENT
• conditioning chiller
• recycled bottles for reuse
• manual bottler 
• reference material
• sink
• heating element
POD PROGRAM
• shared use facility that requires booking
• brew club opportunity for local and 
• transient population
• 2 x simultaneous brew capacity per pod
• visual & physical connection to                                                           building organisation
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Figure.50: ‘mediation’ - Brew pod diagram, authors image
Figure.51: ‘Brew pod’ 1 perspective, south facade in view, authors image
BREW POD 1
The concept of ‘mediation’ is expressed in the ‘brew pods’, and ex-tends beyond the program organisation to include the material treat-ment, as shown in figure 51. 
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Figure.52: Commercial brewery diagram
COMMERCIAL BREWERY
Figure 52 shows the commercial brewery space network within the building, from ground level entry to level three. Figure 6 presented previously showed a gravity fed concept iteration, and although it did not develop as the design focus for this investigation, it has af-fected the spatial organisation of the design outcome. The process of production of the commercial brewery component operates in a 
sequential manner, reflective of the consideration of earlier works and natural order.
ORGANISATION
Figure.53: ‘organisation’ - space allocation and multi level representation, authors image
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Figure.54: ‘Organisation’ - space allocation diagram concept vs final design, authors image
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The proposed space allocation for the future consumption environ-ment incorporates a third spatial program depicted as a ‘mediation’ zone. The ‘mediation’ zone encourage further user engagement and enhanced consumption experience, allowing the consumer to be-come the producer in an imersive and interactive environment. In 
comparing the final floorplan allocation with the previosuly tested concept plan (figure 30), the inception of the third spatial program 
has allowed for a more balanced floorplan, with predominant allo-cation being given to the mediation zone itself.
EXPOSURE
The entrance provides an important visual connection to the vary-ing program’s functioning within the building. This is complimen-tary to the organisation of the spaces, and allows the user to design their own experience of the brewery. The entrance is designed to operate as a core building element, and hosts the ‘hop shop’ and ‘brew library’, where visitors are visually connected to the prod-uct, and are made aware of the nature of the consumption environ-
Figure.55: ‘Exposure’ - main entrance, hop shop, brew library, authors image
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demonstration viewing 
bar & restaurant 
patron entrance east entrance
Figure.56: ‘Exposure’ - Bar and Restaurant diagram, authors image
Figure.57: integration diagram: green space network, authors image
INTEGRATION
Figure 57 looks at the roof top garden, which is used to support the needs of the restaurant and the ‘hop shop’. Furthermore it is a view-ing platform, accessed through the commercial brewing program on level three. Passive shading is provided by the wrapped timber facade, which also provides climbing support for garden plants and the establishment of a hop wall (primarily used for education and aesthetic as its production could not sustain the needs of the micro brewery entity). The integration of building systems beyond social and spatial mediation provides another level of  engagement between building and user, 
whilst also providing a level of self sufficience.
roof top garden with public access
viewing deck
recycling station
urban brewery and community
access from north facade
green house
storage
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Figure.58: ‘Integration’ - roof top garden, authors image
Figure.59: ‘Consumption’- Bar, Restaurant and south facade permeation, authors image
CONSUMPTION 
J  Wrigley  121Figure.59: ‘Consumption’- Bar, Restaurant and south facade permeation, authors image
ELEVATIONS
Figure.60: West Facade
Figure.61: North Facade
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Figure.62: East Facade
Figure.63: South Facade
The material treatment has been organised to indicate the type of activity and role each volume plays in terms of the 
overall design scheme, and the flexibility and transparency of each program entity.
Core orientation
 - brew library
 - bar service
 -commercial kitchen
 - services riser
 - industrial lift
East facade
 - secondary entry access
materials
 primarily structural concrete
 strong bold aesthetic
materials
 - sliding timber panels
 - light and adaptable aesthetic
 - curtain wall
 - opaque ’brew pods’ 
   program exposure
structure
 - exposed structural system
 - simple structural grid facilitates adaptation
 - GF suspended ceiling
 - exposed services L1, L2, L3
 - GF concrete - flood contingency
Figure.64: ‘Structure and material configuration, authors image
STRUCTURE
J  Wrigley  125Figure.65: ‘Consumption’ - Split level dining, authors image
The spatial organisation of the building is developing around a core of constants, as depicted in figure 65. This provides visual orienta-tion of each program. It is also an important design consideration for the future use of the building, in ensuring the qualities of the consumption environment are maintained throughout potential re-development.
CONSUMPTION
Part 3
CONCLUSION
The Urban Brewery
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This section discusses the culmination of findings throughout this research, in the developed design of The Urban Brewery, and con-siders the design in relation to the research proposition. The initial research inquiry looked at how architecture can be used to support the changing nature of the consumption environment. It has been re-vealed that there is a lack of research into and understanding of the spatial dimensions of the future consumption environment, hence the quantity of marketing and social science literature referenced throughout. As a result, the design approach developed through the spatial translation of the social ideals of the new consumer, coupled with a strong programmatic analysis depicted within the case study component. Due to this design approach, the architecture of the Ur-ban Brewery proposal showcases an appropriate spatial organisa-tion for multi faceted production programs, as well as strong con-nections to the servicing of social needs. Through a design process considerate of program organisation, exposure, integration and me-diation, the Urban Brewery was designed to facilitate and engage the new consumer, operating as a multifaceted consumption entity.
‘Mediation’ is identified within the early stages of the research pro-posal as a key factor determining the success of the physical appli-cation of new consumer values. It develops throughout the research to form a third spatial program alongside the ‘production’ and con-sumption’ facets, and is a solution developed through a culmination of literature and physical analysis. The idea of ‘mediation’ extends beyond the spatial organisation of the ‘brew pods’, and includes the material treatment of the building, as well as the simultaneous fa-cilitation of multiple user groups. The ‘brew pods’ are designed for social brewing, encouraging the active participation of the consum-er in the process of production. Thus mediating between the facets of consumption and production, addressing one of the problems as-sociated with contemporary consumption whereby the consumer is become further dislocated from the production source, discussed within the literature review. As a solution to the architectural de-velopment of the consumption environment, it is noted that the ex-tension of ‘mediation’ beyond the spatial organisation of the Urban Brewery could be developed further. Although the material treat-
ment and internal environment are reflective of multiple levels of engagement, there is potential for the space allocation and exten-sion to include a stronger connection to the external environment. This would provide increased opportunity for engagement between the building and the urban context. This particular shortcom-ing is expressed within the elevations, in particular the north and south facades. The interior volume has multiple program’s operat-ing within it, and successfully engages with the consumer on each organisational level, however further development of the façades would strengthen the design proposition. Furthermore, the design 
of the ‘brew pods’ remains an appropriate design configuration for the active participation of the consumer. However aesthetically they have been designed to allow multiple program application’s to op-
erate within them, thus do not reflect a complete aesthetic connec-tion to the brewery program. The conscious consideration of the future adaptation of the consumption program within the designed space, provides opportunity for adaptive re-use of the building, whilst maintaining the integrity of the design proposal.
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The architectural identity of the Urban Brewery as a future consump-tion environment would be maintained throughout its life-time due to this consideration. Potential program adaptation is a factor that 
reflects an awareness of the sustainability of the building and its future use. Thus the Urban Brewery has been designed to ensure the integrity of the architectural identity of the multifaceted con-sumption environment, that not only responds to the needs of the new consumer, but supports the changing nature of the consump-tion environment. This thesis concludes that architectural integra-tion of social values and spatial organisations should be considered as principle factors in the construction of the future consumption environment.
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